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	Name of organisation/service: Salford CVS
	Author:  Ella Saltiel 
	Clear purpose and focus: Salford CVS held a Seldom Heard event for groups of young people, who feel they don't have a voice in the city, and don't feel listened to. We gathered city leaders of Salford together to meet with young people, discuss issues and say what they'd like to be addressed. In consultation with the youth council, the theme of poverty and inclusion was chosen

	Engagement activity: An event was held by CVS on 26/05/22 supported by the Youth Council. CVS reached out and built relationships with a number of underrepresented groups who were invited. During the event, city leaders listened to young people and made pledges based on the issues presented. A follow up event on 29/03/23 had 48 leaders and young people in attendance.

	Analysis: 48 attended the follow up event including young people groups and City Leaders. Feedback from young people on event was really positive, with the event meeting the expectations of the young people who attended. Young people expected to see what progress had been made since May, and found the event informative, engaging and fun.

	Informing change: Young people who feel they don't have a voice were listened to by the city leaders. It has facilitated important discussions about inclusion of these groups and what work needs to be done to create a more diverse and inclusive environment throughout the city. 

	Follow up: Over 10 months Salford CVS have supported groups and city leaders to progress pledges made. At the follow up event on 29/03/23 each group highlighted the pledge they were most proud of, and asked city leaders to give a 5 minute presentation about the progression of these pledges.  Young people asked questions of leaders to hold them to account.
	Views and voices: Attendees enjoyed learning and interacting with the other groups, and learning about the pledges that had been progressed.  One young person wrote they enjoyed ‘finding out what had changed due to the things they'd [sic] put in place’. There was a facilitated activity from the Youth Council that was really enjoyed as well, as it went towards a ‘relaxed, informal and fun atmosphere’.Another young person commented they enjoyed ‘young people being HEARD ACTIVELY’The pledges range from more inclusive PE in schools, BAMER young girls shadowing council employees and improving Salford City Council’s communications to make them more inclusive for young people.  


